
Wild animals are the stars of this African-themed game. In the dust and rising heat of the savanna
only intrepid adventurers dare to take on the awesome beasts and claim the rewards on offer. In the

land of big game, the �ght for survival and supremacy is determined by the spin of a reel. Will you
reign supreme in your quest to be king of the savanna?
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Global release

OCTOBER 21, 2021
RTP

95,50%
HIT Frequency

33,59%
Volatility

MEDIUM-HIGH
Default Max win

954.400 €



Paylines

1 024
Default bet size

1 €
Default bet range

0,25 € - 100 €
Default max multiplier

X 9 544

Key selling points

Straightforward mechanics means fun for all players; no complex features, just pure slot gameplay!

Symbol modi�ers and Respin features increase win potential on every spin.

Familiar theme with proven mechanics.
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Target demographic

Players looking for a medium volatility game with relatively high pay out potential.

Players who prefer simplicity and smooth gameplay over complex games.
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Game features

Locking Respins

Bonus symbols which land in view on the
main reels can randomly lock in place and the
reel respin is activated. Should further bonus
symbols appear after the respin, they are also
locked in place and the reels respin once
again. This continues until no bonus symbols
land in view.
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Big Cat Free Spins

6 or more bonus symbols in view triggers the
free spins bonus, awarding up to 25 free spins.
During free spins the Wild Leopard and
Savage Lion modi�ers are in play. Free spins
can be re-triggered at any time by landing 6
or more additional bonus symbols. The Wild
Leopard modi�er turns all Leopard symbols
wild and a multiplier of up to x3 is awarded to
each Leopard symbol. Landing 5 or less bonus
symbols during free spins triggers the Savage
Lion modi�er, which turns all bonus symbols
wild. Free spins are played at the same bet as
the base game and continue until no more
free spins are available.
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Rhino Stampede!

The fearsome sight of the Rhino Stampede
shakes the reels on any spin, randomly
transforming reel positions into the mystical
Mystery Symbol, giving the potential for even
more winning lines.

Wild Leopard Spotted!

The Leopard prowls the reels with awesome
menace. Any Leopard symbols landing in view
will turn wild, enhancing the chances of
winning big prizes!
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Buffalo Charge!

The charge can be triggered at any moment
when a Buffalo symbol lands in view. The
mighty Buffalo roam across the reels and
spread to adjacent positions, building the
anticipation of greater rewards.

Untamed Elephant!

The Elephant is the king of the savanna. Its
intimidating presence expands up to a
colossal 3x3 symbol when landing in view,
proving it is the undisputed monarch of the
reels.
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Game rules

Welcome to Savanna Roar™, a 5-reel, 1024 Ways to Win Video Slot with locking respins, 4 different
base game modi�ers and Free Spins.

 

About the Game

This slot features 4 low-paying and 4 high-paying symbols that pay when 3 symbols land on
adjacent reels, starting from the leftmost reel. There is a Free Spin bonus symbol and a Wild
symbol that substitutes all regular symbols.

 

Base Game Modi�ers

Modi�ers can be triggered randomly during any spin.
Rhino Stampede! Modi�er – turns random reel positions to a Mystery symbol.
Wild Leopard Spotted! Modi�er – all Leopard symbols in view turn wild.
Buffalo Charge! Modi�er – any Buffalo symbol in view has a chance to spread to adjacent reel
positions.
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Untamed Elephant! Modi�er – an Elephant symbol in view has a chance to expand up to a 3×3
symbol.
Respin feature – will lock reels with a Bonus symbol in place and respin the reels.  Should additional
Bonus symbols land on the spun reels, they also lock in place and another respin is triggered.  This
continues until no further Bonus symbols land to improve the win or the ‘Big Cat’ Free Spins Bonus
is triggered.

 

Mystery Symbol

The Mystery Symbol can appear in any position.
All Mystery Symbols in view will reveal the same random symbol.
The Mystery Symbol cannot reveal bonus symbols.

 

Getting Big Cat Free Spins

Land 6 or more Bonus symbols to trigger the Free Spin Bonus.
The more Bonus symbols that appear at the same time, the more free spins will be awarded.

 

Playing Free Spins
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Wild Leopard Multiplier Modi�er will turn all Leopard symbols wild.  Leopard wilds have a random
multiplier of x1, x2 or x3.  The wild multiplier applies to each winning line that it is part of.
Landing 5 or less Bonus symbols will trigger the Savage Lion Modi�er.  This will turn Bonus
symbols wild.
During the Free Spins Bonus, landing 6 or more Bonus symbols will re-trigger the bonus.
Free Spins Level 1 – 10 spins (triggered by 6 Bonus symbols)  Free Spins Level 2 – 12 spins (triggered
by 7 or 8 Bonus symbols)  Free Spins Level 3 – 15 spins (triggered by 9, 10 or 11 Bonus symbols)  Free
Spins Level 4 – 25 spins (triggered by 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 or 20 Bonus symbols)
The Free Spins Bonus will continue until no free spins remain.
Free Spins are played with the same bet as the base game.

 

How to Play

Press the spin button to start the game.

 

How to Calculate Payline Wins

To calculate the total Ways win, add all the symbol wins together.
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To calculate a single symbol win, count the number of consecutive reels that contain the symbol,
starting from the leftmost reel.

If the number of consecutive reels containing the symbol is 3 or greater counting from the
leftmost reel, �nd the corresponding win amount in the dynamic pay table.

If any of the reels contain more than 1 instance of the symbols, the win will be multiplied. Multiply
the number of symbols on each of the reels to get the �nal multiplier. For example: if the �rst reel
contains 2 symbols, the second reel has 3 symbols and the third reel has 2 symbols, the total
multiplier is counted as follows: 2*3*2=12 (total multiplier).

The above doesn’t include Free Spin symbols which do not need to be on consecutive reels to
award a prize.

After the Free Spins round is completed, all wins are added to any win from the game that
activated the Free Spins.

There can be a discrepancy between sum of the individual wins in collection Free Spins from what
is displayed in the total win end screen. The total win end screen displays the �nal rounded win.

The Wild symbol substitutes for any symbol except the bonus symbol.
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Payout

High symbols

5 - 200 €
4 - 50 €
3 - 20 €

5 - 50 €
4 - 30 €
3 - 10 €

5 - 40 €
4 - 20 €
3 - 10 €

5 - 20 €
4 - 10 €
3 - 8 €

Low symbols

5 - 15 €
4 - 8 €
3 - 5 €

5 - 10 €
4 - 8 €
3 - 5 €
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5 - 10 €
4 - 8 €
3 - 5 €

5 - 10 €
4 - 8 €
3 - 5 €
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Game menus

Game Panel
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Expand this image

Options Tray - Players can view the paytable, read the game rules or look back over their play
history.

A -

Sound Toggle - Turn the sounds on or off.B -

Exit Button - Exits the game and returns the player to the main menu.C -

Balance - Displays the player’s account balance.D -

Win - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.E -

Bet - Displays the bet size.F -

Bet Value - Changes the bet size by changing the bet value.G -

Autoplay - Players can make the game play without pressing the spin button each time.
Choose the number of rounds to auto play by pressing the autoplay button. Players can choose
additional conditions for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The loss limit in some
game client versions prevent players from losing above a set limit during an autoplay session.
Pressing the autoplay button a second time stops the autoplay.

H -

Spin Button - Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into
the Stop Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

I -
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Options Panel

Expand this image

Settings - Open game settings.A -

History - If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay your last
10 game rounds.

B -

Rules - Opens the rules of the game.C -
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Pay Table - Find how much each symbol pays out, explanations of the game features, and
information on the ways to win.

D -
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